
 

 
High School Students of the Month: 

 

Leandro Garcia-Licona: I saw a huge confidence change since he started my class 

back in December. Started out very timid, unsure, but was willing to work. That 

simple willingness to train hard, listen to instruction, take in the teaching, and the 

strength to get out of his comfort zone has paid huge dividends. Through his 

discipline and desire, he truly developed his mental resolve and physical 

strength. Very impressed with his character and work ethic.  Leandro is enthusiastic 

about his academics. He is always the first one to get to work, the first one to ask 

an intelligent, clarifying question, and the first one to help someone else. 

 

Ilyana Rivas: Ilyana did a great job making sure she got her work done well and on 

time.  She asks questions when needed and will help her friends if they need the help!  

Ilyana was a good student at the beginning of the tri, but she really flipped a switch 

as we reached the last couple of months and became outstanding. She began 

volunteering for roles in class, helping others around her when they were confused, 

and always turned quality work in on time. She also was incredibly respectful to me 

and her peers. 

 

Middle School Students of the Month: 

 

Charlotte Welburn; Daughter of Mark and Lesley Welburn 

Charlotte always comes to class with a smile and positive attitude. She shows 

responsibility by remembering her materials, studying for tests, and turning her 

work in on time. She is ready to learn something new every day! Charlotte offers 

help to her peers on assignments or practice on the whiteboards. She is also very 

helpful in the classroom by putting her quiet signal up while I ask the class to 

quiet down. Charlotte respects others during group work time by kindly guiding 

her peers, waiting for everyone to catch up, and compromising ideas. We love 

having Charlotte in class!  

 

Aaron Johnson; Son of Matthew and Melissa Johnson 

Aaron has been a joy to have in the classroom. He is a very motivated student, consistently going above 

and beyond the efforts expected. In Math, Aaron has been a huge asset and a big help for other 

students that need the extra assistance. He is smart, respectful, caring, and consistently meets all of 

our R.O.A.R. expectations. Whether Aaron is working individually or in a small group, he is always 

putting forth his best effort. So with all of Aaron's positive qualities he has shown here at Lawton 

Middle School, it was without question, he was nominated by his teachers as our February Student of 

the Month. 
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Adrian Topash; Son of Michael Topash and Jessica Winston 

Adrian is such a nice young man! He is always respectful towards other 

students and staff. He is quiet and listens well to instruction. He works hard on 

all of his assignments. Adrian often asks good questions to help understand how 

to better complete assignments, participates in class and offers great answers 

and explanations to help the class gain understanding. He is great about 

helping other students if he finishes early, assisting them without just giving 

them the answers. Adrian is cheerful and kind and gets along with everyone. He 

is a student we can count on to always do the right thing. For these reasons, we 

are pleased to announce Adrian as our February Student of the Month! 

 

Jayla High; Daughter of AJ and Molly High 

Jayla High has been awarded Student of the Month for her exemplary dedication and commitment to 

academic excellence. Jayla demonstrated remarkable initiative by willingly embracing the challenge of 

enrolling in a higher-level math class, displaying a commendable eagerness to expand her academic 

horizons. In addition to her coursework, Jayla proactively sought out tutoring sessions to ensure her 

understanding and mastery of the material.  Jayla’'s tenacity, resilience, and commitment to academic 

excellence truly make her a deserving recipient of this prestigious recognition. 


